
3190305EN-05: Five Light Chandelier

 
Collection:  Zire

 

 Featured in the decorative Zire collection

 

The Sea Gull Collection Zire five light single tier chandelier in chrome
uses LED bulbs to save you both time and money. Zire embodies simple
clean lines in three finishes that strike a perfect balance of elegant yet
minimalist design. Each of the lights sits on the round bottom rim,
featuring an Edison-inspired design highlighted by a cylindrical glass
shade. The assortment includes nine-light, five-light, and three-light
chandeliers, a five light linear, one-light mini-pendant and one-light, two-
light, three-light and four-light wall/bath fixtures. A stylish and elegant
addition to any room in the house. Zire is offered in a Brushed Oil
Rubbed Bronze, Brushed Nickel, Chrome, Satin Brass or Midnight Black
finish.

 5 - LED E12 Candelabra Torpedo 3.5w Max. Max. 120v - Included

 This fixture features mouth-blown glass and slight variations are an
inherent part of the handcrafting process.

 Clear glass shades

 Supplied with wire pre-laced through chain

 UPC #:785652072031

 Finish:  Chrome (05)  

Dimensions:
 
Diameter: 26.0"
Height: 22.12"
Weight: 7.56 lbs.

Wire: 120" (color;Clear Silver)
Chain: 72'
Mounting Proc.: Screw Collar -

Chain
Connection: Mounted To Box
Watts: 3.5
Lumens: 350

Bulbs:
 5 - LEDCandelabra Torpedo 3.5w Max. 120v included

Features:
ENERGY STAR® Qualified
This fixture features mouth-blown glass and slight variations are an
inherent part of the handcrafting process.
LED Bulbs are an efficient, versatile and durable light source that
deliver exceptional performance.
Meets Title 24 energy efficiency standards
Title 24 compliant when used with included Joint Appendix (JA8)
approved lamp.
Supplied with wire pre-laced through chain

Material List:
1 Body - Steel - Chrome
1 Chain - Steel - Chrome

Safety Listing:
 Safety Listed for Damp Locations 

Instruction Sheets:
Trilingual (English, Spanish, and French) (990CH3190305-ZIR)

Shade / Glass / Diffuser Details:
Part Material Finish Quantity Item Number Length Width Height Diameter Fitter

Diameter
Shade Top

Length
Shade Top

Width
Shade Top
Diameter

Shade Glass Clear 5 7.12 2.75

Backplate / Canopy Details:
Type Height / Length Width Depth Diameter Outlet Box Up Outlet Box Down

Canopy 0.88   5.0   

Replacement Bulb Data:
Product #   Type Base Watts Watts Consumed Volts Hours Lumens Temp (°K) CRI

Shipping Information:
Package Type Product # Quantity UPC Length Width Height Cube Weight Frt. Class UPS Ship
Individual 3190303-778 1 785652072031 27.75 13.5 7.5 1.63 9.1 175 Yes
NJ Pallet 30 48.0 40.0 75.0 83.33 273.0 NoVisual Comfort & Co. reserves the right to revise the design of components of any product due to parts availability or change in safety listing standards without assuming any obligation or

liability to modify any products previously manufactured and without notice. This literature depicts a product design that is the sole and exclusive property of Visual Comfort & Co.. In
compliance with U.S copyright and patent requirements, notification is hereby presented in this form that this literature, or the product it depicts, is not to be copied, altered or used in any
manner without the express written consent of, or contrary to the best interests of Visual Comfort & Co.



NV Pallet 30 48.0 40.0 75.0 83.33 273.0 No

Visual Comfort & Co. reserves the right to revise the design of components of any product due to parts availability or change in safety listing standards without assuming any obligation or
liability to modify any products previously manufactured and without notice. This literature depicts a product design that is the sole and exclusive property of Visual Comfort & Co.. In
compliance with U.S copyright and patent requirements, notification is hereby presented in this form that this literature, or the product it depicts, is not to be copied, altered or used in any
manner without the express written consent of, or contrary to the best interests of Visual Comfort & Co.




